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SUMMARY
An erosion management review is being prepared on behalf of Leigh Delmenico as part of the
process for issuing a permit for rezoning (from Rural Living to Residential) and subsequent small
lot development (perhaps up to 100 houses) of an ~12 hectare land parcel just west of the
Castlemaine township. Electricity, telephone, reticulated potable water & sewer will be
connected.
This review highlights some features of the property in its present form and discusses some
anticipated erosion and soil conservation issues that could be associated with a small lot
residential proposal. A high level management program is recommended to address various
constraints and reduce potential negative impacts associated with the proposed changed land use.
The report contains several maps detailing the geographic location of the block, and some general
features. Photographs of the property, and local climatic data are included. Tabulated details of
various aspects of the property are below. This is followed by a table with some general erosion
management recommendations.

Property Features
Feature
Topography

Description
• Undulating hilly terrain with rock reef, outcrop and surface stone.
• Many slopes stripped of topsoil with limited vegetative cover.
• Four land units (with no clear demarcation):<

rocky ridge/crest

<

moderate sideslopes

<

lower footslopes

<

drainage sideslopes & depressions

• Elevations are ~305m AHD to ~330m AHD.
Soils

• Ordovician marine sediments.
• Shallow to moderately deep, rocky duplexes with weak structure & pale stony
subsurface. Topsoils highly detachable.
• Rock & stone occur on surface and in profile.
• Seasonal saturation possible in lower parts of depressions.
• Percolations estimated to be slow.

Climate

• Average annual rainfall ~580mm.
• Average annual evaporation ~1280mm
• Rainfall may exceed evaporation by ~70mm, for 4 months (M ay to August)

Vegetation

• Extensive historical clearing, some remnant stumps.
• A few scattered mature eucalypts, very scant understorey.
• Most surface cover rough, annual weedy “pasture”
• Some bare ground.
• Development will involve removal of most of the existing vegetation onsite.

Drainage

• The property is within the Campbells Creek sub-catchment in the Cairn Curran Special
Proclaimed W ater Supply Catchment.
• Stable, non-incised drainage pathways direct most runoff from the property to the north
or south (from central saddle).
• Runoff from parts of this property is anticipated to be moderately-rapid to rapid. It will
be slower on the lower drainage slopes which could become seasonally moist to
saturated.
• Two short sections of the Goal Hill Channel cross corners of the property.
• After development drainage will be highly formalized.

Land

• General topsoil stripping exposing rock, stone and bareground

Degradation

• Many shallow soils
• Exposed bare, hard-setting subsurface layers (eg north west and south)
• Seasonally wet areas (eg north east)

Erosion Issues associated with Proposed Small Lot Development
Constraints / Concerns

Management Recommendations

• fragile, thin soils

•

the development be very carefully staged

• ongoing topsoil loss

•

only essential clearing take place at any one time

• hot dry summers, cold winters

•

some access and drainage be installed very early in the

• potential for intense rainfall events
• protective vegetation will be lost

development
•

• rocky areas & exposed hard-set

filter cloth sediment traps, rock rip rap, retarding basins in

layers generating high runoff
• slopes

north & south etc
•

• vegetation establishment may be
difficult

after tree removal as many stumps as possible be retained for
as long as practical

•

• drainage pathways, channels,

areas left bare at any stage be protected eg re-seeded, watered,
mulched etc to provide surface protection (even if only short

seasonally wet areas
• high risk of sediment movement

runoff be controlled with vegetation cover, bunds, hay bales,

term)
•

access routes in un-opened external road alignments be as
narrow as possible

•

all access be sealed with adequate drainage & well-protected
roadside environs

•

construction traffic & parking be managed to minimize impact

•

soil piles etc be managed to minimize sediment movement

•

adjust construction programs to allow for any weather
extremes

•

fill-in channels

Conclusion
This Erosion Review indicates there is a low erosion risk on site, however there is some minor
ongoing degradation.
The erosion risk overall will increase during development. Slopes, soil type, rock, climate and
vegetation are factors that will need to be addressed.

Ongoing high level management & supervision, a staged approach (including early road &
drainage installation), revegetation programs and structures to slow down & reduce runoff and
capture sediment are suggested.
Once a modern, well designed & managed estate is complete there should be minimal erosion
risk.

1.

INTRODUCTION

An Erosion Management review is to be undertaken as part of a re-zoning application from Rural
Living (RLZ) to Residential (RZ1), to meet the expectations of the Mount Alexander Shire’s
Erosion Management Overlay.
A fully-serviced, small-lot subdivision and residential development (up to 100 houses) of an ~12
hectare land parcel at Ireland Street (near Castlemaine) is proposed.
This report has a conservative approach aimed at the protection of environmental considerations.
It is not intended to support a particular proposal, but rather to describe the existing land parcel
and suggest how potential erosion risks relating to the proposed changed land use may be
reduced.
The report detailed here was prepared by Larry White, an independent land management
consultant who is a
• Certified Practising Soil Scientist with the Australian Soil Science Society (CPSS) and
• Certified Environmental Practitioner (CENV P) with the Environmental Institute of
Australia and New Zealand.
• Certified Practising Agriculturalist (CPAg) with the Australian Institute of Agricultural
Science & Technology.
Declaration
I have no pecuniary interest in this Castlemaine property and will receive no monetary benefit
from the development, beyond professional fees associated with the preparation of this report.

LARRY WHITE
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2.

BACKGROUND
2.1

Proposal Overview
• This report is being prepared as part of the process for having this property (~12
hectare of unsewered land) re-zoned from Rural Living to Residential (Zone 1).
• It is then proposed to undertake subdivision and residential development (understood
to be up to 100 or so lots)
• The report is being prepared on behalf of Leigh Delmenico.

2.2

Report Objectives
• Identification of principal geographic features and soils of the area associated with
the proposed development.
• Highlighting the likely impact of the proposed development with respect to soil
conservation.
• Formulation of some land management options to reduce potential erosion risks.

2.3

Report Background
• Fieldwork was carried out in late June 2012.
• The report is accompanied by maps and photographs which detail some aspects of the
area in question.
• The preparation of this report has been requested for the purposes of addressing
potential erosion problems.
• The report is not to be used (or parts lifted from the document) by any other party
without written permission from Paladin White Pty Ltd.

2.4

Report Limitations/Assumptions
• A Land Capability Assessment was under taken by the author in 2008 to review the
property for large-lot un-sewered development. Some relevant inventory sections of
this report have been referred to in this review. Some information has been up-dated.
• Fences are not present on all boundaries. No subdivision boundaries have been
marked on the ground.
• The rough map prepared for this proposed development is at a scale of approximately
1:4,500. Some features are not included in this sketch map. It is to be used to give
only very general locations.
• Estimations of property area, distances, climatic conditions, slopes, permeability
rates, water usage etc are approximations only.
• It is assumed that each new house will be fully serviced.
• No subdivision layout has been provided
It is not the intention for this report to:• be seen as a guarantee for the issuing of a Permit by the Mount Alexander Shire.
• be a property survey to confirm boundary location.
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• offer subdivision design or individual landscaping and layouts for the proposed
blocks.
• be a technical review of the land (no chemical analysis, geotechnical work or
percolation testing of soil was undertaken).
• assess soils for housing footings & foundations
• consider planning aspects of the proposal.
• consider economic aspects of the advice presented.
• be applicable to situations beyond the given proposal.
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3.

SITE INFORMATION
3.1

Location
• About 2km west of Castlemaine.
• Ireland Street, Castlemaine.
• Vic Roads Map 59D3

3.2

Title details
• CA39, Section F, Parish of Castlemaine

3.3

Area
• Approximately 12.54 hectares (~31 acres).
• The overall shape is slightly irregular, but it approximates a NS rectangle with some
minor boundary kinks.

3.4

Land use
• The property is in a Rural Living Zone (RLZ) but is in the process of being re-zoned
to Residential (R1Z).
• It is under Erosion and Wildfire Management Overlays
• Timber harvesting, minor fossicking, grazing & some recreational use have occurred.
Large parts of the property remain clear of trees.
• Short sections of water race cut through the north-east and south-west property
corners.
• There appear to have been very few land management inputs into this property for
many years.
• The property is regarded as having very low agricultural potential and is not currently
being farmed.

3.5

Use of adjoining land
• Mapped roads surround this land parcel on all sides but only a short section is opened
(Bulkeleys Road in south west). Parts of Ireland Street to the south are open (to
service an existing subdivision) but don’t yet extend to the property.
• Bushy Rural Living Zone (RLZ), with some minor grazing taking place, is to the west
and north.
• Low Density Residential Zone (LDRZ) to the east has been developed with a few
houses in place.
• Residential (R1Z) land (cleared and grazed) is to the south. This had included the
Ireland Street Nursery which is now understood to be part of a small-lot development
proposal.
• The Castlemaine-Maldon tourist railway is a few hundred metres away to the east,
and beyond this are small, fully serviced township lots.
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4.

PROPERTY INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1

Services
• Houses within the proposed development will be serviced by:S power (underground)
S town water
S reticulated sewer
S street lighting
S bitumen roading
S kerb & guttering
S storm water infrastructure

4.2

Access
• The property is “ringed” with mapped government roads.
• Bulkeleys Road runs north from the Castlemaine-Newstead Road and continues a
short way along the west boundary of the property. It is rough, unsealed and has no
well-formed drainage. Beyond the turn-off onto this property Bulkeleys Road appears
to be un-made and is treed.
• Ireland Street (east) is unmade beyond the section servicing the offsite development
to the south. There appear to be very few trees on this alignment. There are steep
sections with some exposed rock. Some degradation is evident.
• The road alignment to the north has low-lying, potentially boggy sections and is
crossed by the old channel (Goal Hill Channel). There are some trees in western
parts.
• The road alignment to the south is cut by an old channel. It is low lying, fairly flat &
well-treed.
• A road network and many new access driveways are expected to service the proposed
development. During installation this network could encounter trees, moderate slopes
and rock.
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5.

LAND FEATURES
5.1

Topography

General

Undulating hilly terrain with rock reef outcrop and surface stone (more common
in, but not restricted to, higher areas). Some slopes have been stripped of topsoil
and have limited seasonal vegetative cover.
Slopes are variable, and can be moderate to steep (up to ~20%) in some
situations in the east and west. Generally slopes are 15% or less.
Drainage tends to move north and south from a central saddle.
Four land units have been broadly mapped (with no clear demarcation).

Units

1

Rocky ridge/crest: Two individual crests in the mid parts of the property are
linked with a saddle. These features reef rock, rock outcrop and surface
stone.

2

Moderate sideslopes: Falling from crests directing drainage north and south
down on-site drainage depressions (and also minor amounts offsite to east
and west). Can have some rock.

3

Lower footslope: Very similar to moderate sideslopes but with more gentle
gradients. Some stripped areas.

4

Drainage Depression & Drainage Sideslopes: These areas are in the north
and south. There is less rock and stone. Expected to be seasonally wet at
times.

Elevation
Outcrop

~305m AHD in the NE & SW corners rising to ~330m AHD (in the mid parts).
Rock outcrop and rock reef occurs over the property being more common on
higher terrain (crests east & west of the saddle). Reef is generally aligned northsouth. It tends to be steeply dipping and fractured. Some rocky parts would
prove difficult to traverse even in a 4W D vehicle. Rocky surfaces would not
themselves degrade but they could generate high runoff and near by shallow
soils would be prone to erosion.

Degradation

Most areas have been cleared of treed vegetation and surfaces have been
stripped away in various parts of the property. Bare ground is in the east (mid to
north) and along the edge of trees in the northwest & south (possibly
exacerbated by stock grazing & sheltering). Boggy areas in northeast &
southwest would be prone to degradation. Bulkeleys Road is degraded near
south west corner of property where there are only a few rough table drains.

Man made

Old disused channels are located in the SW and NE areas. A very small

features

hillslope “dam” is present in the mid southern parts. Power lines run north-south
in the east (works have initiated minor degradation here). Fencing is on the
outer road boundaries around the property.
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5.2

Soil
Background
Geology

Ordovician marine sediments with sandstone, slate &
quartz .

Surface Condition

Generally rough, rocky & stony. Some areas bare of
topsoil. Leaf litter in some bushed parts. Topsoils are
only very weakly attached and in many instances have
been eroded away.

General
• Shallow to moderately deep, rarely deep, rocky & stony, reddish yellow duplexes with weak
structures and a paler stony subsurface.
• Profiles vary considerably across the block with rock reef in the upper situations and in isolated
areas on the sideslopes.
• The soil surfaces are assessed as having potentially high erodibility and are readily degraded if
exposed without the protection of vegetation cover. Bare ground occurs, with the natural surfaces
having been stripped away. Shallow soils near rock could be lifted away by vehicular use. In dry
times, parts of some horizons exposed during earth works could be lost through wind erosion.
• Soils are expected to sometimes show seasonal saturation in the lower parts of the landscape.
Other soils are not expected to show saturation.
• Soils are considered to have a very low nutrient status and have a moderate to low water holding
capacity.
• Outside the drainage features it is expected that water table depths would exceed 5m.
• The soil description below is very general.

Profile
Depth (mm)
0 - 65 (often

Horizon
A1

very thin)

Description
Dark brown to brown (10YR4/3); light sandy loam;
crumb structure; rough ped fabric; very weak consistence;
high detachability from rock and subsurface materials;
sometimes stone & rock present; diffuse boundary

65 - 200

A2

Pale grey to very pale brown (10YR7/4) to light
yellowish brown (10YR6/4); silty loam, massive; incl
sharp angular and rounded quartz; slake prone,
dispersive; moderately firm to moderately strong
consistence; clear boundary
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200 - 600+

B

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8) some grey mottling and pale
reddish mottling throughout; sandy & silty light clay
(beyond 400mm clay contents increase); very weak
angular blocky; rough ped fabric; moderately weak
consistence; slake prone; only minor dispersion. Clay
increases with depth. Sand and grit noticed at 600+mm;
quartz (angular and rounded) stone common.
Decomposing rock and hard soil material at depth.

Percolation
No specific percolation tests were undertaken but based upon soil profile characteristics it is
estimated that subsoils are slowly permeable.
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5.3

Climate
General
Climatic information is used to give some indication of the environmental exposure of the property.
Rainfall data for Castlemaine has been used incorporating three separate stations. Evapotranspiration figures are taken from modelled Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) gridded data.

Data
Rainfall

Station

EvapoTranspiration

1.

Castlemaine (Stn 088085) 1858-1916

2.

Castlemaine PO (Stn 088014) 1906-1966

3.

Castlemaine Prison (Stn 088110) 1966-present

Location

All about <2 kilometres to the east

Operation

1858 - present

Average (mm)

578.7mm

Maximum (mm)

970 (1973)

Minimum (mm)

251.3 (1967)

90percentile

733.7

Location

37 o 3' 49.9"S, 144 o 11' 21.8"E (37.0639 oS, 144.1892 oE)

Period

Based on modelling of data from 1961-1990

Average (mm)

1281.7mm

A comparison made between
Castlemaine Rainfall and BOM Gridded Evapotranspiration data
Figures (mm)
Data

Month

Total

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Rain (av)

33.7

36

36.4

41.2

55.7

60.3

58.1

61.6

57.9

57

45.5

39.9

578.7

EvapT

202.7

167.2

136.1

81.1

43.8

32.8

35.2

51.3

74

124.8

158.9

173.9

1281.7

EvopT-R1

169.0

131.2

99.7

39.9

-11.9

-27.5

-22.9

-10.3

16.1

67.8

113.4

134.0

NA

Rain 90%

70.1

83.8

79.6

80.7

103

100.2

89.1

97.2

103.2

98.8

90.5

80.4

733.7

1

Evapo-transpiration from average rainfall.

Comments
• There is a theoretical possibility that rainfall will exceed evapo-transpiration in 4 months of the
year (M ay to August) giving a total excess of approximately 72mm.
• “One year in ten” has potential to have rainfall more than 155mm over average.
• Although there is (on average) 5-12 days each month (with a winter dominance) when light falls
occur (~1mm/day), there are expected to be 1-2 days each month (somewhat evenly spread) when
moderate falls of ~10mm are expected. Heavier rainfall events (~25mm/day) could be expected
three or four times a year (at any time).
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5.3

Drainage

Catchment

•

The land is within the Cairn Curran Special W ater Supply Catchment
which services the Cairn Curran Reservoir (SW SC No16).

Patterns of drainage

•

The property is within the sub-catchment of Campbells Creek.

•

Drainage is basically to the north and south, from a central saddle, in
open, wide, non-incised drainage depressions. Local catchment is very
minor. Runoff moves as sheet flow. Lower parts can be seasonally moist
to wet.

•

A very short section of a drainage pathway (some incision.) enters the
property at the mid-north boundary and flows into the old channel. Two
offsite upslope dams mitigate flows.

Goal Hill Channel

Two sections of the old Goal Hill Channel are on the property (cutting across
the NE & SW corners). This channel is essentially a catch drain on the 300m
contour. It is open, unsealed, broken and no longer used. The north part of the
channel is breached and out-flows to the north-east dump sediment and create
wet patches.

Dams

A very small (<10,000litres) old “dam” in the mid-south, now appears to be
choked with sediment, weeds and trees. Realistically it is no longer a useful
storage dam. There is a very minor drainage pathway but no incision below
the dam. It is expected that the associated trees & the dam will go as
development proceeds.

Gully

No gullies on site.

Runoff

Variable. Moderately rapid to rapid from the two rocky crests, but minor in
volume. Slower from lower parts of sideslopes and drainage depressions.
W ith moderate grass cover, most surfaces are fairly stable and they are not
being damaged by current patterns of runoff.
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5.4

Vegetation
General
This property is already largely cleared and now has just a few scattered trees and a strip of
remnant bush in the north west (linked to offsite bush). Many trees are limited in size, often
being spindly coppice-regrowth, with very depleted understorey.
Vegetation on this property has only been very generally reviewed. The focus of this report is
on soil conservation issues rather than preserving pockets of local vegetation.

Particulars
Native trees

Following extensive historical clearing only a few generally poor eucalypts
of varying ages and varieties are now scattered over the property. Currently
the dbh of a few trees is up to ~800mm with heights up to ~18m, such as the
specimen near the small dam. Trees on the property are commonly much
smaller.

Native shrubs

Understorey was very scant.

Grasses

Common pasture species & weeds, with occasional native grasses make up
the majority of the vegetative cover onsite.

Bare ground

Occurs in association with some rocky areas, rabbit activity, channels in NE
& SW , tracks, sheeted areas in south, under power lines, under some trees
and near sections of some boundary fences.

Offsite veg

Rough pastures on blocks to south, north and south west. Increasing clearing
(and residential development) of bushy areas immediately east. Native bush
to north-west.
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6.

EROSION REVIEW

This section of the report aims to
• identify potential erosion issues on this property,
• prepare some general land management advice relating to soil conservation for small lot
residential development on this property.
Urban development here will inevitably involve significant loss of vegetation. Many trees and
most of the grasses will be removed to make way for housing and urban infrastructure such as
roading, power & water provision, sewer connection etc. The review is not so much concerned
with the loss of actual vegetation and habitat but more with the secondary impact this loss will
have on soil stability and sediment movement.
Very broadly erosion issues can be viewed from the onsite and offsite perspective. This report will
concentrate on onsite factors. The construction program will remove vegetation and so could
expose subsurface or even subsoil horizons, some of which may have very rapid erosion rates.
Similarly rock removal may expose fragile parts of the soil profile.
Erosion involves both the detachment of soil particles from the general soil mass (onsite) and then
transport of this loose soil (with both onsite & offsite impacts). Ideally storm water leaving the
estate should not have a sediment burden.
A SUMMARY OF BACK GROUND FACTORS
Some things that could impact on erosion onsite include land use, soil type, rock, slope and
climate. These are discussed in more detail below.
Historical Land Use:
This block has been cleared and grazed. Channels & a very small dam have been constructed.
Rabbits have been onsite. There has already been significant loss of topsoil in the past 150 years
or so which has created challenging conditions for revegetation. Runoff from stripped surfaces can
be high in volume & can be erosive. However it is noted that even with these past practices (and
very few management inputs for many years) the property has not gullied and is regarded as now
being fairly stable.
Current land use:
No agricultural programs are being undertaken on this land. It is “grazed” by kangaroos & rabbits
neither of which will remain after development. Minor recreational use by farm bikes/go-carts has
removed some grass cover and disturbed some soils creating small patches of degradation (mainly
in the east & north east).
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Old Channels
The channels are located on a contour and appear to be part of an old water supply system. Some
parts appear to capture sideslope runoff. Sections of the old channel near the northeast corner are
“falling in”, resulting in some fine sediment being washed across soil surfaces.
Climate
Dry, hot summers and very cold winters are constraints to vegetation establishment. Intense storms
and high winds on this fairly unprotected, exposed block could exacerbate erosion potential. The
impact of any extreme weather events could be significant during the development when it is
anticipated that ground cover will be limited. Each year on average between 3 and 4 days could
have a daily rainfall of 25mm or more. Similarly about 17 days could have a daily rainfall of
10mm or more. Such events will need to be allowed for during development.
Rock:
Exposed rocks, rock pavement & rock reef are common on this site and soils associated with these
features are expected to be very shallow & fragile and vulnerable to disturbance. Some rocky areas
may generate high runoff.
Slope:
Slopes are quite variable ranging from near level ground up to ~20% (eg. in the east). Soils on
steeper gradients can readily detach if vegetation is removed, if heavy equipment passes over them
or if there are intense storms.
Vegetation:
Currently much of the property (with the exception of some small patches) has protective
vegetative cover (albeit often weedy). Removal of this cover will disrupt surfaces, expose
subsurface materials and could significantly increase the risk of soil erosion. Full residential
development here will involve loss of both grassed areas and most patches of eucalypts.
Vegetation will be reduced dramatically and after development more than half the estate could
comprise hard surfaces (eg: rooves, driveways, shedding, tanks, estate roading etc). The make-up
of vegetation here will also alter considerably with about 100 new management styles coming onto
the property.
Bare ground
There is some bare ground in southern parts, near the old channels, on eastern slopes and near
trees in the north west. Hard subsurface materials can be exposed and runoff is inclined to sheet
over these areas, limiting any natural vegetation regeneration. In the north west leaf litter offers
very little protection to local surfaces and tends to be quite mobile. In the mid east works for
power line installation seem to have disturbed surfaces but runoff here is somewhat moderated by
the rocky, uneven and rough nature of the terrain.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
This section attempts to look at erosion issues in the light of several factors. The discussions under
the various sub-headings can cover common ground. One over-arching recommendation is that
adequate supervision be in place for all stages and for all parts of the development site including
associated external roadways.
Tree & General Vegetation Removal
As mentioned before there will be considerable loss of vegetation over the 12 hectares being
developed. It is important that during the various construction phases the impact of vegetation loss
be keep as low as possible with appropriate soil conservation and sediment control measures.
• Attempt to only remove those trees that have to be taken out in order to create initial
infrastructure (eg drainage & access). It is not considered necessary to initially remove trees
from individual blocks for housing as it may be some time before the development is fully
subscribed.
• Bare ground remaining after initial installation of drains & roads could be quickly protected
for example by securing some surface mulch or by being re-seeded and vegetation regrowth
supported (eg mulching, mulch-matting, fertilizing, watering) to help stabilize exposed
surfaces. This practice could also apply to bare ground beyond the road on individual lots.
Some of this protection may only be in place until the next stage of the development.
• It may not be necessary to clear all trees and grasses from all blocks at once. Staged removal
of trees and general vegetation is suggested to reduce areas that are laid bare at any one time.
Only essential infrastructure be put in place initially - for instance it is not considered
necessary to create hard-surfaced cross-overs for each new block as this may increase local
run off.
• It may be possible to leave some scattered trees across the estate on individual house blocks
(if compatible with safety and fire management recommendations).
• Lopping trees and leaving stumps in place as long as possible is preferable to wholesale
ripping out of complete stumps & roots etc. If it is essential that stumps be removed this
could be undertaken as close to the next stage (as per work plan) as possible.
• The trees in the north west present a bit of a problem. They are generally poor & straggly.
If they are kept, then this part of the property could degrade if it is used for unsupervised
bike activity, general recreation, bonfires, rubbish dumping etc. For fire safety, it may be
necessary to dramatically thin out these trees. A few of the healthier specimens may be able
to be left, widely dotted over residential blocks here. It may be more practical to clear the
area for development and encourage re-planting on individual blocks and elsewhere in the
estate. Initially as many stumps as possible (and surface litter) should be left in place to try
to reduce disturbance on slopes and rocky terrain.
• If the access road in the south is opened, attempt to create a strategic vehicle pathway so the
larger trees can be retained. A narrow access route may minimize disturbance here. This area
is fairly flat and does not represent such a high erosion risk as the steeper northwest.
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• Bulkeleys Road may be extended north into treed areas. If this is to happen it is suggested
that a narrow roadway run just to the west of the property boundary. This may allow a deep
vegetation belt to exist west of the access route on the balance of the government road
alignment.
Stabilization of Disturbed areas
Most parts of this property will be disturbed during development and these areas will then need
very careful management to both reduce the volume & velocity of any runoff moving over them
and also to reduce the sediment that is transported in the runoff.
• A staged schedule should be adopted so that at any one time disturbed areas are only relatively
small and so hopefully will be easier to manage.
• Any surfaces left bare after a stage has been completed could be
! re-seeded with appropriate, non-invasive, quick-growing species suited to the
conditions. This vegetation could be supported with appropriate top-dressing,
mulching, watering & fertilizing and be protected from traffic.
! or protected with some tied-down mulch-mesh or mulch matting
! protected from any significant upslope runoff with measures such as low cross-slope
diversion bunding, hay bales etc
! bunded (or otherwise “contained” with devices such as filter cloth sediment traps )
across slopes and at the bottom of slopes if there is a risk of sediment laden runoff
leaving the area.
• Material & heavy vehicles etc should not be stored on steeper slopes - flatter areas in the south
are considered more suitable.
• At each individual site restrict parking by construction staff.
• Piles of stored building materials or saved topsoil etc could be stabilized with above & below
bunding or equivalent. In very dry & windy conditions it may be appropriate to manage dirt
piles (and possibly dry bare areas) by spraying to limit dust.
• Ditches for drainage, underground power installation, water supply and sewer be promptly
backfilled, slightly mounded, dressed with topsoil (salvaged or imported), re-seeded &
protected.
• Decommission channels. Ideally this should be done in drier times of year because some
sideslope runoff tends to pool in sections of the channels. The worked areas remaining after
channels are filled in could be topped dressed and vegetated even if this is only as a temporary
measure.
Managing Concentrated Run-off & Site Drainage
This property has a fairly small catchment for onsite runoff. Local runoff largely moves to the
north & south of the central saddle. However with rocky areas & other surfaces with low
permeability (such as stripped areas in the south) some runoff could be high.
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It is understood that the completed development will have sealed roadways with kerb & guttering
that directs all runoff from road surfaces, driveways, garden beds etc to storm water infrastructure.
Similarly runoff from each house roof and the individual block’s paved areas & pathways will also
be piped to the storm water system for the estate. However during development there may be the
possibility for somewhat uncontrolled and concentrated surface run off to take place. To minimize
the impacts of run off both during & after development it is suggested that:• A staged approach be adopted.
• Weather conditions be kept in mind at all times. Activity be minimized and bare areas be
protected (eg quickly formed diversion bunds or hay bale baffles) if a high intensity storm
occurs or is anticipated. Climatic records suggest that these can happen at any time of year.
• Within reason, attempt to restrict earth moving & construction to drier periods.
• An internal road alignment running roughly to the north & south from the central saddle
(along existing drainage pathways) could allow a lot of subdivision drainage to be associated
with this access route. A north-south road & associated drainage could be installed early in
the development program
• Use hay bales or equivalent across bare slopes where high runoff is anticipated. This should
slow runoff & so reduce erosivity and should also trap sediment so water quality entering
the storm water system does not have high turbidity.
• Suggest new owners have generous rainwater tanks to reduce flows from roof-runoff
entering the storm water system.
• Consider having some “Public Space” at the lowest point in the south and north of the estate
to incorporate a small retarding basin to attempt to accommodate & allow to settle any
excessive runoff from peak storm events.
Likelihood of Landslip & Erosion
• The chance of the development precipitating landslip is considered to be very low. There
is no evidence of any landslip currently taking place. There may be a possibility of some
very minor future “soil creep” - for example in the mid east and west if batters are cut back
along new external access roads. Gentle batter slopes and a revegetation program on
shoulders & beyond could be considered.
• Erosion has already taken place on this block (considerable topsoil loss) and is continuing
to a minor extent (such as some ongoing surface stripping in south, northwest &
northeast).With the clearing (almost total) that is anticipated for this development, there is
a chance that erosion could initially increase on parts of the property. Careful staging of the
development, management of exposed surfaces and introduction of measures to slow runoff
should help minimize the incidence of erosion (as already discussed above). Once the
development is complete it is anticipated that erosion should only be minimal.
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Access
It is anticipated that the developers may make use of all (or parts of) the mapped road alignments
around the perimeter of the property. Such roads could be an opportunity to manage some of
drainage from the estate. Opening several roads may reduce the chance of very high use on one
main access route. An internal network of subdivision roads will also be required. It is suggested
that:• Some internal roading be put in place to service the part of the development that is
progressing first. These roadways be used to minimize traffic and parking on unprotected
surfaces.
• Any internal roads associated with the subdivision be sealed and have guttering with
plentiful connection points to the storm water system.
• Several external access roads could be used. Roadsides could be protected with rock lining
and upgraded drainage should be installed.
• Road alignments should be selected to minimize soil disruption by minimizing tree clearing.
It may be possible to leave a deep belt of trees (or undertake new plantings) on the outer
edge of the external access roads.
• The northern un-opened road incorporates a designated drainage line and if this road is
opened, high-level engineering input should be used for the lower-lying central parts.
• If the most northern parts of Bulkeleys Road are opened, particular care be taken with
drainage and any steeper sections.
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8.

CONCLUSION

There are several issues involved with residentially developing this ~12 hectare land parcel near
Castlemaine (up to 100 urban homes). This Erosion Review indicates that presently there is
generally a low erosion risk on site. There is minor ongoing degradation in northwest, north east
and south.
However the erosion risk overall will increase as surfaces are cleared & rock is removed during
development. There are a number of constraints that will need to be addressed if the development
proceeds including slopes, soil type, rock, climate and vegetation.
Some strategies to reduce the impact of residential development are discussed, particularly with
regard to soil conservation issues. Ongoing high level management & supervision, a staged
approach with early installation of some roading, revegetation programs and structures to slow
down and reduce runoff and capture sediment are suggested.
The recommended strategies, if followed through, may be able to mitigate the erosion risks
associated with this proposed small lot residential development. Once a modern, well designed
& managed estate is complete there should be minimal erosion risk.
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APPENDIX 1
PHOTOGRAPHS
On the following pages several photographs highlight some features of the land proposed for
subdivision and residential development at Ireland Road, Castlemaine.

PHOTO 1
Looking from the
edge of the saddle
towards the eastern
hill crest. Gentle
sloping to flat terrain.
Well grassed surfaces
are currently stable.

PHOTO 2
A view to the south
west, high-lighting the
drainage depression
and the clump of trees
concealing the “dam”.
On higher terrain (left
foreground) surfaces
may have less
vegetative cover.
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PHOTO 3
A view towards the
north west corner.
Historic tree removal,
grazing and rabbit
activity have
contributed to topsoil
stripping exposing
stony quartz.

PHOTO 4
In the timbered north
west trees tend to be
poor, spindly coppice
re-growth. Leaf litter
offers only minor
surface protection; it
is very mobile & does
little to control heavy
runoff on slopes.
Drainage management
will be important
during and after
development.
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PHOTO 5
Bare ground, resulting
from clearing
followed by grazing &
sheltering near trees,
occurs on lower
footslopes in south.
These areas will need
t o b e care f u l l y
protected from run off
during development.

PHOTO 6
Rock pavement in the
central saddle. Near
by soils will be thin &
fragile.
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PHOTO 7
Looking north from
higher rockier and
stony terrain near mid
parts of the property.
Only little grass cover
in parts. The north
property boundary is
near the lower lying
country in mid field.

PHOTO 8
Power runs northsouth near the east
boundary (along the
mapped un made
Ireland Street).
Considerable earth
disturbance is
anticipated when
these eastern rocky
slopes are developed.
Some historic
working has occurred.
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PHOTO 9
Looking north up the
southern drainage
pathway towards the
treed area at the small
dam. This feature is
non-incised and
stable. It will require
protection during
development.

PHOTO 10
Trees on the unnamed & un-made
government road near
the north boundary.
The mapped drainage
feature shows very
minor incision.
Environs can be
seasonally wet.
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PHOTO 11
A section of the old
water supply channel
in the south. Some
runoff from slopes to
the north (left) has
been collected. It is
suggested this channel
be de-commissioned.

PHOTO 12
A breached section of
water channel in the
north east. Sediment
laden, concentrated
runoff spills from this
feature. Some old tree
stumps remain. Slopes
are rocky (left
background).
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PHOTO 13
Earlier fossicking or
working of the terrain
reveals the variable,
rocky & stony nature
of soils here.

PHOTO 14
Rabbits have been
active on this property
but are unlikely to
persist after full
development.
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PHOTO 15
Looking south along
t h e p ow er po l e
alignment in the east.
The rocky terrain here
slopes north & east.
Currently it appears
stable.

PHOTO 16
Disturbed rocky
surfaces left after
power was installed in
the east several years
ago is very slow to
naturally revegetate.
All surfaces laid bare
during development
will require very
careful management.
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PHOTO 17
Currently the only
road access onto the
block is via Bulkeleys
Road in the west. This
unsealed track has
inadequate drainage
and some degradation
is
occurring.
Upgrading would be
appropriate.

PHOTO 18
A view from the mid
west of the property
down the onsite track
to Bulkeleys Road.
Presently Bulkeleys
Road does not extend
beyond the access
track.
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APPENDIX 2
MAPS

Sketch maps
relating to the proposed
Small-lot Sewered Residential Development
on
Ireland Street Castlemaine

highlighting
1. Cadastral - Crown Allotments
Approx scale 1: 25,000
after Dept Primary Industries mapping

2. Cadastral - Crown Allotments
Approx scale 1: 5,000
after Dept Primary Industries mapping

3. Land Feature Sketch Map
Approx scale 1:4,500
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